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Many people waste a lot of time when practicing. This is because we’re not often taught how to practice and end up developing 
our own intuitive methods, resulting in mindsets like “no pain no gain” and “practice makes perfect”. 

You may or may not have a great teacher and if you do then lessons are usually once per week. That means you spend most of the 
time practicing on your own. This can often result in bad habits ensuing and musicians from past centuries seemed to be keenly 
aware of this, as indicated by Couperin.  

! “During the first lessons given to children, it is best that they not practice except in the presence of the person who is 
teaching them. Youngsters are not focused enough to be able to pay attention to holding their hands in the position that has been 
prescribed for them. When I do this, at the beginning lessons for children, I keep the key to the instrument on which I teach them so 
that they cannot in a brief moment undo all that I carefully instructed during three quarters of an hour”
--- François Couperin, The Art of Playing the Harpsichord (1716), pp. 3ff. 

This booklet provides twelve practice methods that can help you maintain focus and awareness, plus boost the results and 
efficiency of your practice. These are methods I have used myself and teach to my students. A short piece by Carcassi is used as a 
model (see below). These methods are explained in a way that enables you to apply them to any piece, study or technical exercise 
you’re working on, but all methods will work for everything. Combining the methods together can also have powerful results. 
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Andantino by Matteo Carcassi



1. Divide and Conquer

This is a method that I introduce early on to all of my students, whether young, old, advanced, beginner, etc. Getting comfortable 
with an entire piece of music is overwhelming. Breaking it into small bite-sized chunks is not. 

It’s better to make a lot of progress on a little material than little progress on a lot. 

Segovia said that he would practice a single passage for weeks, “burnishing it until it sparkled.” 

The most common approach people use for learning a new piece is to just play it from start to finish, over and over and over again. 
This method is ok to do once in a while, but practicing in bite-sized chunks will give you better and faster results. So we should 
divide our pieces up into bite-sized pieces so that we can conquer them in every aspect. 

a)

b)

d)

Conquer these chunks by doing things like:

- Analyze the musical and technical content of the chunks
- Work out the best fingerings for left and right hands
- Nail the rhythm (use a metronome)
- Balance of melody and accompaniment, or whatever texture it is
- Dynamics?
- Memorize the chunk
- Work on good technique: minimize unnecessary movements, use good 

posture of your hands and body, etc. (use a mirror)

The advantage of this is that you can and should make a lot of 
progress very quickly!

Let’s look at Carcassi’s ‘Andantino’ and see how this applies. Here is the first line:

Congratulations! By practicing this first line you have already divided the piece up into a chunk. But is it divided enough? We 
could practice even smaller (bite-sized) chunks like below:

c)
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2. Practice at the Seams
The danger of divide and conquer is that you can end up practicing small chunks and neglect the transition from one to the next. 
So a solution to this is to practice at the seams, meaning to practice the transition from one chunk to the next. 

This is a very crucial method, as many difficulties often arise when transitioning from one chunk to the next. These difficulties can 
include changes of: rhythm, texture, dynamics, tempo, mood, harmony, etc.

What changes and challenges do you observe at these seams? 

Perhaps the most challenging seams are 2 and 3, as your right hand must change the strings it plays. 

At the first half of seam 2, your right hand is playing on the 4th and 2nd strings. Then at the second half it changes to the 5th and 
1st strings - quite a jump! Seam 3 also displays a similar challenge. (Refer to ‘8. Right Hand Only’, page 8 for another method 
that’s useful for tackling a spot like this.)

Similar challenges can often be found on a larger scale at the transition from one section to the next. The excerpt below from 
Lagrima shows a few examples. 

a) The ritardando: having to slow down towards the end of the A section and then resume tempo at the start of the B section
b) The note values change from quarter notes to eighth notes
c) The key changes from E major to E minor, dramatically changing the overall mood of the piece

a)

b)

c)

b)

Lagrima by Francisco Tarrega

Seam 1 Seam 2 Seam 3
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3. Mix n’ Match
The more effective practice methods tend to be counterintuitive. Many people practice using intuitive methods, most commonly 
by practicing the piece from start to finish over and over again. 

We know through experience that our minds only have a limited attention span. This means that the thing you start practicing on 
will probably be given the best treatment, while the last thing you practice will be given the worst. So if you constantly practice a 
piece from the start, then you will find yourself improving a lot at the start, but getting progressively worse until the end.

This method can combat the symptoms of a regular practicer. It can apply to both a large scale and a small scale (divide and 
conquer). Just simply start your practice at different points. Maybe on Tuesday you can start at one place and on Wednesday 
start at another. The more you mix it up, the better you will get at the whole piece of music.

Small Scale Mix n’ Match

1 2 3 4

Start here

Start here
Start here

Start here

Large Scale Mix n’ Match
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4. Slow Practice
This is one of the intuitive practice methods, but it is often done with the cruise control on. Instead of practicing to a state of 
boredom as is usually done, you can take advantage of this method by engaging your mind. 

The first thing to consider is, exactly how slow is slow? 

Thinking of the music in different note values can help us to really slow down. Play the different “versions” at the same tempo and 
this can also help your understanding of rhythmic proportions. 

What are some things you can focus 
on when practicing slow? 

Exact and precise control of your:
Movements
Tone
Dynamics
Rhythm

Think of more for yourself!

Extremely Slow:  half and whole notes etc.

etc.

Original note values: eighth and quarter notes

The Tai Chi Method
Tai chi is very slow martial arts, where every movement is very deliberate and 
intentional. Movements flow gradually from one posture to the next, creating a 
beautiful choreography. Anticipating the next posture and flowing into it is very 
important.

Apply these ideas to your slow practice. Slow your movements down so that every 
movement of each finger (of both hands) is very deliberately controlled. You want 
your fingers to look like they’re moving underwater in slow motion.

Play and Release
A slow tempo is ideal for one of the fundamental concepts behind technique, that of controlling tension and relaxation. I have 
marked in the examples above places where you can release tension required for playing the notes. Relaxation can be thought of 
as a reflex that’s just as powerful and tangible as tension. Build in this choreography of tension and relaxation into your playing 
and you will find more endurance, grace, strength, control and command.

Relax right hand
(p & m)

Relax right hand
(i)

Relax right hand Relax right hand

Relax left hand
(2&1)

Very Slow:  quarter and half notes

etc.
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5. Looping
Successive repetitions of a small chunk (at whatever tempo) can produce extremely fast progress. But one danger is (again) the 
issue of cruise control. We don’t want to be switched off during our practice. 

Some ways to avoid switching off while looping:

1. Limit your loops to no more than 4-5 repetitions (a “looping session”)
2. Focus on a specific goal for each particular looping “session”
3. Change the length of material that you loop
4. Pause for a few seconds after each repetition, restart, shake out your arms, and evaluate how your repetition went

Evaluate what you thought went well and what you thought needs improving. Recording yourself in-between some 
repetitions is a good way to do this. Develop sensitivity to your own playing like the world’s best chef is able to use his/her 
sense of smell to distinguish between extremely fine nuances of flavor. 

1. Loop this 4-5 times and no more. Let’s call this a “loop session”.

2. Focus on something different for each “loop session”. Be very sensitive to what you’re doing.

a) Rhythmic control
b) Dynamics
c) Legato
d) Right Hand technique

What most people do when looping is focus solely on achieving technical perfection. That’s only one kind of 
perfection. Focus on perfecting the above criteria (and more) also. 

3. Change the length of what you loop.

1 bar

2 bars

3 bars

You can also combine virtually all other 
methods combined. For example:
- Divide and conquer (and loop)
- Practice at the seams (and loop)
- Slow Practice (and loop)
- and so on 
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6. 80/20
Music, by its nature, contains much repetition. By identifying the repetition, we can figure out ways to eliminate unnecessary 
practice time. Eventually we can be so efficient that roughly 20% of our work will reap 80% of our desired results. Think of it 
like you can practice roughly 20% of a piece in order to learn most of the piece. 

Again, this method works on both a large and small scale. 

- Large scale involves phrases and sections that repeat.
- Small scale involves bars and individual notes that repeat.

Large scale repetition: Learn 2/3rds of the piece by learning the first line

Small scale repetition: Subtract repeating notes
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7. Left Hand Only
This method is fairly straightforward and self-evident. Play the notes with just your left hand fingers. 

What’s the main advantage of this? You can now pour all your focus and attention to your left hand fingerings, technique, 
movement, etc.

But some further details can make this method more valuable. 
 
1) Use your right hand to mute the strings and completely stop them sounding.
2) Use a mirror to carefully check your left hand technique.
3) Feel the depression of the strings onto the fretboard by pressing gently and gradually.
4) Hear the notes in your mind while playing left hand only.
5) Anticipate your movements towards the next position (think and move ahead).
6) Save this technique for particularly difficult left hand passages
7) Use this technique for your basic technical work (scales, slurs, etc.)

Difficult spots for left hand only practice. More movement required.
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8. Right Hand Only
This method is a tad less straightforward than left hand only, because it takes more thought to do. 

Now you will practice an “open string version” of the piece or passage, exactly replicating the right hand fingerings you would 
use if playing the music as written with both hands.

For a short piece like this, it’s probably ok to do most or all of it using this method. But never go into “cruise control!”

You can also divide and conquer the more difficult right hand passages, as circled above. That would be best for longer pieces 
especially.

It’s also worth sometimes writing out the right hand version of the difficult spot onto manuscript. This method can be quite 
abstract, as you’re only playing open strings with little reference. 

Some things you can focus on:

- Tone
- Dynamics
- Balance
- Hand position
- Rhythm
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9. Separate Parts

Accompaniment - left hand of keyboard

Melody - right hand of keyboard

Here is what the parts look like when notated out separately - an exercise I thoroughly recommend you do in order to 
understand the constituent parts of a piece! 

Guitar music is rarely ever just guitar music. It almost always is inspired by some form of ensemble music, like a string quartet, 
band, or orchestra. Knowing the stylistic background of the piece can help you know what parts are what. For example, if you’re 
playing Bach, then it would be useful to listen to his Cantatas, Passions and Concertos. If playing Piazzolla, it would be useful to 
listen to Piazzolla’s band. 

In any case, it’s very important to make the distinctions of the parts clear and practicing them separately is the best method to do 
this. It also helps you internalize the piece on another level. The more parts there are in the piece, then the more difficult and 
sophisticated this process will be. Carcassi’s Andantino is a good starting place to see this work in action.

Carcassi’s Andantino two voices - a melody and accompaniment. To me, this texture suggests a keyboard -like texture, with the 
accompaniment being played by the left hand and the melody by the right hand. 

Melody part
How would you play 
this if it were your 
ensemble part?

- Dynamics?
- Phrasing?
- Fingerings?
- Rubato?

Accompaniment 
How would you play this 
if it were your ensemble 
part?

- Dynamics?
- Articulation? 
- Rubato? 
- Fingerings? 
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10. Sing
Take the music off of the guitar and sing it with your voice, internalizing it in your ear. 

There are two main elements to focus on:

1) Hearing, identifying and singing the vertical intervals 
2) Hearing, identifying and singing the horizontal pitches and intervals 

------------------------------------6ths-------------------------------------
-----------------------10ths-------------------------

--8ve--

--2nds-- --3rds-- --5ths--

Vertical intervals

--3rds-- --4ths--

Horizontal intervals (accompaniment)

Horizontal intervals (melody)

--8ves----4ths--

Minor 6th Major 6th Major 6th Minor 6th

Major 10th Minor 10th Major 10th Perfect 8ve

Minor 3rd Perfect 4th Major 2nd Minor 3rd

Perfect 5th Perfect 4th Perfect 8ve

Minor 2nd Minor 3rd Major 2nd Major 3rd

Minor 2nd Diminished 5th Minor 2nd

Reverse all intervals also

2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd 2nd 5th 2nd
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11. Rhythm
Just as we can derive pitches and intervals from a piece of music, so too can we derive rhythms and work on them in isolation. 

Carcassi’s ‘Andantino’ uses fairly straightforward rhythms - only quavers and minims. But even so there are inherent difficulties 
presented here, which are very often found in pieces of music:

a) Maintaining the distinction between crotchets and quavers when played together
b) Changing from long note values to short note values and vice versa
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a) b)

It’s very strongly advisable to use a metronome for all three stages
Since guitarists practice alone so much, the metronome helps us form the skill of aligning our rhythm with an external or other 
beat. This is the next best thing to actually playing with other musicians or under a conductor. 

2) Tap rhythm (with two hands) and count beat
- Using two hands allows you to make the distinction between crotchets and quavers sounding together. Give crotchets their full value with the right hand.

3) Play on guitar and count beat
- It’s useful to write in the numbers above the beats so that you’re always aware of where the big beats fall. Ensure you hold the minim for its full value.

tap             tap             tap            tap

Here is the method:

1) Tap beat and say rhythm 
- This will require you to use a composite rhythm, i.e. “the durations and patterns produced by amalgamating all sounding parts of a musical 

texture.” (Wikipedia). Use any syllables you like to speak the rhythm, but what’s provided here is from the Kodaly  Method.

R.
H.

L.
H.

1
tap

2
tap

3
tap

4
tap

tap   tap   tap   tap       tap   tap   tap   tap

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1
tap

2
tap

3
tap

4
tap

tap   tap   tap   tap       tap   tap   tap   tap

1
tap

2
tap

3
tap

4
tap

tap   tap   tap   tap       tap   tap   tap   tap

1
tap

2
tap

3
tap

4

tap   tap   tap   tap        tap 

ti        ti       ti       ti        ti       ti       ti       ti ti        ti       ti       ti        ti       ti       ti       ti

tap             tap             tap            tap tap             tap             tap            tap tap             tap             tap      tap

ti        ti       ti       ti        ti       ti       ti       ti ti        ti       ti       ti        ta      -    ah



12. Visualization
Visualization is the act of practicing the music away from your instrument and in your mind. Studies have shown that 
visualization actually activates the same parts of your brain as when you practice on your instrument. There’s a story about a 
violinist who memorized an entire concerto on the plane while flying to their destination. Chess players are known to be able to 
play an entire game entirely in their minds. The mind is a powerful tool not to be taken for granted. 

But what is the best method for visualization? Writing out the music onto manuscript by memory.

The method of writing out music onto manuscript also happens to be how most of the great composers developed their craft of 
composing. This was described by Luigi Cherubini, who was a prolific composer of the 19th century and director of the Paris 
Conservatoire. 

“I would induce the pupil who aims at becoming a composer, to read, and even to copy out, with attention, and with reflection, as 
much as he can of the works of the classical composers particularly, and occasionally those of inferior composers, with the view of 
learning from the former what mode he is to pursue for composing well, and from the latter, in what way he may avoid the 
contrary. By such a proceeding, frequently repeated, the pupil, in learning to exercise his ear through his sight, will gradually 
form his style, his feeling, and his taste.” 

The method is as follows
1. Grab some blank manuscript paper. 
- You can easily find some online and print it out. 

2. Choose either a short piece, or a section of a longer piece (you don’t have to start at the beginning). 
- I would recommend no more than one page worth of music. 
- This should be something you are already relatively familiar with.

3. Write out the music on the manuscript without the aid of your instrument or the score. 
- You will be surprised how long it takes you to write down one measure.

4. If you do get stuck, try as hard as possible to keep going before you give up. 
- If you can’t go any further, then go to your guitar first and try playing from the place you got stuck. 
- If that doesn’t work, then use the score to refresh your memory.

5. For an extra challenge, write out all markings as well. 
- This includes fingerings, dynamics, tempo indications, repeat signs, etc.

In some ways you feel like you’re composing the piece, seeing all of its intricacies and structures that would usually go 
unnoticed from just playing through. By this process you are deconstructing and then reconstructing the piece, all from your 
mind. Putting it on paper ensures that what's in your head is actually correct, and it also allows you to reflect on the music you 
just wrote down. 

This is not just a useful tool for memorizing, but it can help with many other areas of your playing. You can make your phrases 
more singing, make your shifts smoother, be more authoritative and affirmative with your dynamics, and use rubato super 
effectively. This is because you now have thought and intention behind your music making, not just finger movements.

Your challenge: grab some blank manuscript and try to write out Carcassi’s Andantino by memory
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